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Editors’ Welcome
At the moment we’re all facing an usual and difficult period of time. Many
people are confronting uncertain finances, disruption to their careers, and
(most importantly) concern for loved ones. It’s in time like these that we need
to communicate and pull together. Thank-fully I have witnessed that the PMI
community is alive and well.
This week Sunil Pashara (CEO and President) published a particularly reassuring
David Savage,
message, emphasising the need to place safety and well-being of the global PMI
Newsletter Editor, PMI UK Chapter
community first. Exams for certification are being rescheduled and waiving fees.
Customer care is paramount at this point. His note also listed impacted events,
so if you are unsure please do look at the post: https://www.pmi.org/about/
coronavirus-single-source-message?spMailingID=42109410&spUserID=MzA3MzEyMTgxNzIxS0&spJobID=1722437929
&spReportId=MTcyMjQzNzkyOQS2
This issue has been pulled together by Alla Antoniuk, and I’m very grateful to her for her support and advise over the
last year. I have thoroughly enjoyed putting together the newsletter and hopefully was able to add to the content
during 2019. Unfortunately due to my own commitments, and a need to improve communication with our members
I am not able to continue in the role. So, enjoy this issue… it’s got some great insight, a catch-up from our Welsh
members and some detailed insight. I’m sure the UK chapter will go from strength to strength regardless of the
challenging situation the world faces.
Stay home, and stay safe.
Dave
If you have any content, suggestions or questions
please do get in touch.
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An update on chapter activity!
“Project Disasters and Stakeholder Engagement”
PMI Meeting at Cardiff Metropolitan University on 4th December
2019
Cardiff Met University hosted the December meeting for the South West Region of the PMI’s UK chapter. We used
the theme “Project Disasters, and what can we learn from them” to tie together an evening looking at stakeholder
engagement.

Such examinations can easily become politically charged, so we took some older projects where the politics of the
time had long since faded away. These were public sector projects that grew so far out of hand they attracted the
attention of the responsible parliamentary sub-committees.
Chris presented an overview of the passport
Office computerisation failure from the
late 1990s, and the failure at the Rural
Development agency responsible for handling
EU funding of the farming sector, responsible
for £2 billion per year. This RDA project ran
into so much difficulty that it was said the
only check made on applications for funding
was that the applicant gave the correct bank
account numbers!!! It was shown that these
mega projects had all failed at the stakeholder
engagement level.
Discussions continued during the networking break, Cardiff Met provided an excellent buffet for all the guests and
presenters and conversations had to be taken in the main event room for a final part of the evening with a brief
session giving an overview of Agile & Waterfall benefits, leading into… a lively Q and A session. The attendees
included some established PMI members, as well as students from the universities’ MBA and MSc programmes.
Eric’s stakeholder engagement talk picked up on the stakeholder engagement level points from Chris’s talk. Eric
discussed how to classify stakeholders according to their importance and influence, as well as their impact on
project success. Eric explained that stakeholder identification is unique across different industries and was able
to draw on his experience from his 11 years in the military where discipline and accuracy is key. Whereas his
experience working for 20 years in private sector highlighted that the main the main focus is on timely delivery.
Lastly Eric’s last four years in Government indicated that there is a focus on the public greater good. He discussed
the construction of building stakeholder engagement maps, how to put this intelligence in to action and concluded
with an example on what to think of when you build your stakeholder relationship plan.
Cardiff Met University recognised that is an excellent way of engagement and opportunity for their students
and staff to meet with industry experts and being able to share their thoughts. It was agreed that a joint
programme of events between Cardiff Met and PMI Chapter should continue be put together to run during the
year. To be continued….
Christopher Wainwright PMI UK South West Chair
Eric Deeben PMI UK South West Past Chair and Cardiff Met PMI Liaison Officer
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Bournemouth University Project Management Day
On the 16th of January 2020 the Bournemouth University and the
PMI UK Chapter presented a day event dedicated to the development
of the Project Management profession.

Bournemouth University offers a Masters in Organisational Project
Management and a BA (Hons) Business Studies degree which
incorporates an ‘Operations and Project Management’ track.
The event aimed to combine a competitive exhibition of student work,
presentations by Karen Thompson, Franco Guarrella, Rob Leslie-Carter,
Shirley Thompson and an opportunity for discussion and networking.

Typical modern environment for
BU students

The exhibition was organised and delivered by the second year
students and show-cased the ideas of second and final year students
for engaging with Project Management concepts and for developing
the Project Management profession.
The day started in the Exhibition Hall where 12 teams of students had
set up their display stalls. Judges separately chatted with the individual
teams and completed scoring sheets; they reported very much enjoying
this part of the day. The Judging Committee subsequently withdrew to
deliberate on the results and to select the winning teams.

Dr Karen Thompson-lecture theatre

The day continued with Dr Karen Thompson, course leader for the
Graduate and undergraduate degrees welcomed the attendees and
presented an overview of PM education at BU. Karen explained also
the structure of the PM course and how the student competition had
become a valued and integral part of the course’s scope.
Franco Guarrella, PMI UK Chapter Director Regions, then made then a
presentation introducing the Project Management Institute (PMI) and
the benefits of becoming a member.
The main Speaker of the day was Rob Leslie-Carter, Director with Arup
based in London. He has worked around the world with Arup for 27
years, and specialises in the planning, set-up, leadership and delivery of
complex infrastructure and property projects. He is a regular speaker
on leadership, project management, organisational culture and the
future of work, and is a guest lecturer at the Bartlett at UCL and the
University of New South Wales.

The audience

Rob Leslie-Carter

His presentation was entitled: “Project Managers have declared a
Climate Emergency…so what next?” The crises of climate breakdown
and biodiversity loss are amongst two of the most serious issues of our
time.
For everyone working on projects and programmes – be they working
in infrastructure and construction, transformation and service delivery,
defence capability, or information and communications technology
– meeting the needs of our society without breaching the Earth’s
ecological boundaries will demand a paradigm shift in our behaviour.

Dr Karen Thompson and Franco
with the Winner team

We need to plan, design, and deliver project outcomes as indivisible
components of a larger, constantly regenerating and self-sustaining
system in balance with the natural world. We are committing to
strengthen our working practices to create project outcomes that have
more positive impact on the world around us.
After this presentation the awards ceremony took place and the
winning and runner-up teams were declared (see pictures).
The last final segment of the day was a presentation of the day by Dr
Shirley Thompson entitled “Soft skill development – How to network
and have responsible conversations”. Shirley is an experienced PM
practitioner turned innovative academic. She is passionate about
transforming project management practice and education through
research that explores the creative, ethical and human dimensions of
projects.
Dr Shirley Thompson recently received her doctorate in coaching
and mentoring from Oxford Brookes University. She was a project
manager in software development at IBM until 2005 and now runs
a small coaching practice. She wants to inspire people to regularly
mentor or coach to develop essential soft skills. She volunteers with
PMI UK in mentoring team, as a coach student mentor with The
Coaching Academy and supports Responsible Project Management.
Her clients tend to be busy people who juggle many projects: they are
often coaches or freelancers who find time-effective support through
collaborative group work

Dr Karen Thompson and Franco
with the Runner-Up team

Dr Shirley Thompson

A group discussion and networking ended this memorable day.
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PMI Northern Ireland
2019 was a special year for PMI UK; for the first time the Chapter launched the Synergy conference in all
regional locations including on the 27th of November, the PMI Northern Ireland region hosted the Synergy
Conference in Belfast.
The event brought together some great high level speakers including Peter Glynne, Kerri Donaldson, Lesley McGrogan,
Louise Brogan and Enactus Belfast. The keynote speaker was Ricardo Viana Vargas and the event featured the stunning
participation of Alastair Cameron as Emcee of the evening.
The audience was entertained with the stories and
knowledge of these incredible and well-known
professionals who shared their experiences about the
Project Management field and the entire universe it
encompasses.
The topic couldn’t be more interesting – Delivery Projects
in a VUCA world!
The speakers addressed in a very creative and fascinating
way the challenges to define, lead and deliver projects
in the Volatile, Uncertain, Complex and Ambiguous
environment we now find ourselves living in.
Every professional covered an important element; not
just to survive, but be successful in this fast-paced world.
Such as tendencies in project management for future
years, which skills that PM professionals should focus on,
the importance of having diversity within the teams and
always consider the cultural factor and all other aspects
that can influence a project including the increasing
presence of women in a universe previously so dominated
by men.
The event also brought together volunteer representatives
from the PMI UK Board and many professionals from other
countries who attended the first edition of Synergy in
Northern Ireland, Belfast. Concurrently on this occasion,
the PMI celebrated its 50th anniversary at a vibrant after
party reception in The MAC Belfast’s Hall.
Ariadna Groberio, PMI Chair in Northern Ireland was
pleased with the success of the day’s events and thanked
all the partners and sponsors of PMI UK. Credits and special
thanks go to the PMI NI volunteers Rachel Wong, Junio
Oliveira, Lucy Hillen, Marian Bolous, Jamie Donnelly, Alice
Lukasik, Andrew Sproule and Ariadne Suszek who worked
hard to make this event a huge success.
It was an amazing event and the PMI NI region hope to bring the Synergy Conference back in 2020 with even more
dynamic and entertaining speakers, discussing relevant topics to the project managers, and with the participation of
brilliant professionals.
Thank you so much for everyone who participated with us in this great evening of networking and knowledge sharing,
especially for our lovely speakers, attendees, guests and volunteers.
by Ariadne Suszek

The MAC Belfast’s hall
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Insight from our contributors
Corporate Politics Through Stakeholder Management
It is common knowledge that every project has its own share of organizational politics. As a project
manager, you have to be aligned with organizational culture and manage stakeholder expectations
and relationships in an agile manner in order to stay on top of the game and make sure that your team
performs at the highest possible level.
In a perfect world, all Stakeholders are involved at the same level and stay on the same page, resulting in alignment
of vision and safely executed projects across geographies. But in the reality of project execution, things can fall apart
when stakeholders push towards drastically different outcomes and unaligned visions.
A management team, client and other stakeholders tend to influence every project in their own way and use their
influence within a given organization in order to achieve much-needed project outcomes. This is achieved by a
process of influencing stakeholders to achieve specific project outcomes known as project politics.
This is where stakeholder engagement comes in. Stakeholder engagement plays a key role in project execution
starting with your team and reaching up to the project board.
But having a project board doesn’t mean there are no politics within the organization. A board may make
organisational politics easier to manage but as a project manager, your main focus point should be around
stakeholder engagements as this will allow for the avoidance of unnecessary risks connected with lack of clear
communications channels across the organization and within your project team.
Building a strong relationship with the project board will allow you to stay up to date with critical expectations set
for the specific project and elaborate on solutions rather coming with critical project issues/risks during those long
board meetings. Moreover, it will ensure further board buy-in.
As part of stakeholder engagement
politics, I always tend to highlight
the importance of communication
channels and highlight how
effective they have been. So let us
examine some effective stakeholder
engagements techniques by using
key steps and control phases within a
given enterprise.
In the initial phase of communications,
planning is essential. As a project
manager, you will need to identify key
stakeholders as well as stakeholders
groups and measure their influence within a given organization. Key points here will be to understand every
stakeholder’s influence and dependence on the company as this will allow us to understand how to incorporate
them into a communication plan to achieve the highest rate of efficiency and cooperation metrics.
Stakeholder engagement generally has multiple levels: pull communications(low influence/low interest), push
communications(low influence/low interest), consultation(low influence/high interest), participation(high influence/
low interest) and partnership(high influence/ high interest).
The stakeholder engagement process can be kickstarted with the creation of a communication plan which should
include frequency of communications, level of stakeholder priorities and effective communications channels. The
development of a stakeholder engagement plan is highly advised at this stage along with a list of key stakeholder
priorities, measured by level of influence and urgency.
By securing the commitment and involvement of key people within your organization, you can also very often come
across stakeholder conflicts of interest. This roadblock is not so easy to manage and quite difficult to resolve. But as
research proves, the process of managing stakeholder conflicts of interest plays a key role in enterprise politics. On
one hand, it can create a major roadblock to currently in train projects but on the other, it can also skyrocket team
performance depending on how well it is managed and organized.
Try to manage your stakeholder’s expectations in a timely manner and make sure that they are kept regularly
informed throughout project execution. It will allow you as a project manager to have leverage in the decisionmaking process by giving an opportunity for key stakeholders to communicate their ideas and concerns at every
stage of project development.

Informing stakeholders beforehand of any risks with a high priority level will avoid disappointment down
the line and will create a trustworthy environment within an organization thus ensuring a higher rate of
collaboration within your teams.
By Alla Antoniuk
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